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ABSTRACT
Hardening cyber-physical system (CPS) development environments
by finding bugs is vital as these tool chains generate artifacts that
are deployed in safety-critical environments. In this demonstration
we present a prototype implementation of CyFuzz, which is the first
differential testing framework for CPS development environments.
CyFuzz currently targets the popular Simulink tool chain. CyFuzz
automatically generates random, but valid Simulink models and
uses them to test Simulink, by varying compilation and simulation options and looking for result discrepancies between these
simulations and executions. Our automated tool has generated
thousands of valid Simulink models to date that, among others,
have semi-independently reproduced a confirmed bug in Simulink
(version R2015a) and identified interesting issues in the popular
CPS development tool chain.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical system (CPS) development environments are widely
used in industry. Typical tool chains contain simulators, compilers, and code generators. Using a sophisticated development environment such as MathWorks’ Simulink, engineers can design,
simulate, and test their systems and generate code for production
environments [9]. Reducing the number of bugs present in CPS
development environments is crucial, as bugs in the tool chain may
introduce unintended behavior in simulations and generated code.
While it would be ideal to formally verify that an entire CPS
development tool chain is bug-free, unfortunately this is practically
infeasible. Moreover it is often not possible to get a full, up-todate, formal specification of a commercial CPS tool chain [8]. In
contrast, differential testing does not need full formal specifications,
as it compares the results of two executions or simulations that are
supposed to produce the same results. Differential testing has been
effective in recent compiler testing projects; collectively finding
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hundreds of bugs in commercial compiler implementations that are
part of CPS development tool chains [3, 4, 6, 10]. Our recent study
of publicly available Simulink bug-reports also suggests differential
testing as a good candidate for finding CPS tool-chain bugs [2].
CyFuzz is, to the best of our knowledge, the first differential
testing framework for CPS development environments. CyFuzz
generates random (“fuzz”), but valid CPS models and tests the system under test (SUT) using differential testing—on various SUT
configurations [2]. While existing work mostly focuses on finding
bugs in Simulink models [1, 5], CyFuzz targets the CPS tool chain [2].
Other work targeting CPS tool chain components requires a formal
SUT specification, which is often not available [7, 8].
In this demonstration, we show how to setup CyFuzz, use CyFuzz
to generate valid Simulink models, and finally use the models for
differential testing of Simulink. The CyFuzz source code and current
evaluation results are available at the CyFuzz homepage1 .

2

A DIFFERENTIAL TESTING FRAMEWORK
FOR CPS TOOL CHAINS

CyFuzz supports the conceptual CPS modeling framework commonly found in CPS tool chains such as Simulink. Specifically,
Simulink’s models follow the data-flow paradigm and may contain
individual procedural blocks.
At a high level, CyFuzz has two subcomponents: a random model
generator and a comparison framework. The generator automatically
creates random CPS models based on the configuration options set
by the user. Options include the number of blocks in each model,
the depth of the model hierarchy, and the probability of picking
a block from a given library. The generator’s first phase chooses
blocks randomly (according to the probabilities) and places them
in an empty model and configures some block parameters with
random values. The second phase arbitrarily chooses and connects
block-ports, defining the model’s data-flow. The resulting model
may be rejected by the SUT’s compiler. CyFuzz tries to fix such
errors, by changing the model iteratively in a feedback-driven model
generation approach [2].
After generating a valid model, CyFuzz passes it to the comparison framework, which simulates the model many times under
varying user-defined SUT configuration options. CyFuzz logs signal data at each simulation step and compares them, recording any
dissimilarity in block-output data at the final simulation step for
further manual inspection.

1 Available:

https://github.com/verivital/slsf randgen
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Figure 1: Top-level CyFuzz-generated model that reproduced a Simulink bug [2].

3

CYFUZZ PROTOTYPE FOR SIMULINK

Our prototype chooses blocks from four built-in Simulink libraries:
Continuous, Discrete, Sink, and Sources. The prototype fixes
different types of errors, including algebraic loops and data-type
incompatibilities between blocks. The tool can generate hierarchical models using subsystem and for-each blocks and can log
simulation results using various Simulink APIs.
Besides using built-in blocks, Simulink can define custom blockbehavior by placing procedural code (e.g., C or Matlab code) directly
via its S-function interface. CyFuzz leverages Csmith [10] to
generate random, but well-defined C code (according to the C99
standard) and uses them in the models as s-functions, hence
adding procedural code inside individual data-flow nodes.
The current prototype implementation of the comparison framework only varies various simulation modes (e.g., Normal Mode,
Accelerator Mode, and Rapid Accelerator Mode) and toggles
simulation optimization [9]. Extended implementation details are
available elsewhere [2].

4

EXPERIENCE

Preliminary experiments have evaluated CyFuzz in terms of its generator’s effectiveness and runtime costs. Another research question
is if this scheme can feasibly find bugs in a mature commercial tool
such as Simulink. To answer the first two questions, we used CyFuzz to generate over 3,000 models in three different experiments
using various CyFuzz options and collected various metrics [2].
In these experiments more than 79% of the generated models
could be compiled and simulated successfully. The bottleneck of CyFuzz’s implementation was the Log Signals phase, in which Simulink
simulates the models using different configuration options, which
indeed is time consuming. However, the overall runtime (some
52 seconds on average) for completing a single experiment seems
acceptable.
In our experiments we did not find any new bugs, however,
we semi-independently discovered one existing bug. Figure 1 is a
screen-shot of the top level of the CyFuzz-generated model that
exposes this bug [2].

5

TOOL DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

We demonstrate each component of CyFuzz. CyFuzz is fully automated, to continuously generate random models and run them in
the comparison framework. Its command-line interface parses a
configuration file supplied by the user. CyFuzz is mostly written
in Matlab and supports parallel execution of the framework by
creating multiple instances of the project. CyFuzz does not depend
on any other tool except a customized version of Csmith [10] for
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generating random C code for s-functions. To date, CyFuzz supports Simulink 2015a only; we have not tested CyFuzz in recent
versions of Simulink.
While running experiments, CyFuzz stores generated models
and comparison results in the file system. The user can interpret the
results using a Matlab script. If the script reports any comparison
errors the user can investigate the comparison results and inspect
the associated model manually. CyFuzz also has a Python script to
detect Matlab crashes which can be useful for starting the experiment automatically and to investigating the crashes later. CyFuzz’s
user manual is available on the project homepage.
To demonstrate the generator phases, we will instruct CyFuzz
to generate models in an interactive fashion, pausing after each
phase of the generator and the comparison framework and highlighting the core functionality of that phase. As an example, we
will demonstrate how CyFuzz iteratively fixes several errors from
a randomly generated model and will visually present simulating
and comparing outputs in the comparison framework.
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